Great Book!!!

Bestselling author Emilie Barnes shares how little girls can act like a princess by learning their manners. Each gem of a lesson reveals ways to be royally kind and good as they:

- become a good friend
- care for their castles
- make themselves pretty
- dine at their fancy table
- have a grateful heart

Whether read aloud to little ones or given to young girls of reading age, this enjoyable visit to the kingdom of courtesy, adorned with jewel-toned paintings by artist Michal Sparks, will inspire manners and cause hearts to shine.

My Personal Review:
When I came across this in the local Christian bookstore I immediately loved it. My 5 year old daughter ADORES princesses and this book is right up her alley. My husband and I have always been ones for good manners, but this book really puts it all together in a way my daughter understands and also wants to emulate, not just something Mommy and Daddy make her do! I'm a Christian and I'm quite okay that it's not preachy. I'm actually considering buying this for a friend's daughter and also the one for boys for her son. It's nice to see a book teaching nice ways to behave without all the characters, but still in an appealing way for children. Great book!
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